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Abstract
Simple state-space formulas are presnted for a con-
boler solving a andard 74.-prObkem. The controllr
has the same sateimension as the plant, its compu-
tation involves wl two Ricatieq and it ha a
separation structure remiuscent of classical LQG (i.e.,
X2) theory. This paper is also intended to be of tutoal
value, so a standard 74-solUtion is developed in parallel.
1 Introduction
Two popular performance measures in optimal control theory
are 74- and 1o-norms. These are defined in the frequency-
domain for closed-4oop transfer matrices. The X2-norm of a
transfer matrix G(s) is
116112 := 2 tramt(j)*G(jw)dw
whereas the UO,-norm is
1101k := sup O¢[G(jw))
The former arises when the exogenous signals are either fixed or
have a fixed power spectrum; the latter arises from (weighted)
balls of exogenous als . X2-optimal control theory was de-
veloped in the 1960's; fle-optimal control theory is continuing
its development.
Zames' (1981) original formulation of fl.-optimal control
theory was in an input-output setting. The solution techniques
involved analytic functions (Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation) or
operator-theoretic methods (those of Saraon, Adamjan-Arov-
Krein, Bail-Helton). For multivaiable ystems, however, it
may be convenient to have state-space methods, especially
with regards to computation. A state-space solution was pre-
sented in [Doyle, 1984), in which the steps were as follows:
parametrize all internally-stabilizing controllers (via Youla et
al); obtain realizations of the cosed-loop transer matrix; re-
duce to the Nehari problem; solve the Nehari problem by the
procedure of Glover (1984). See also Francis (1987) and Fran-
cis and Doyle (1987).
Controlle obtained by the above method tended to have
high dimension. Moreover, the complexity of computation was
substantial. However, Limebeer, Hung, and Halikias (1986,
1987) showed, for some special cases, how to reduce the state-
space dimension of the controller to that of the plant. This
suggested the likely existence of low dimension optimal con-
trollers in the general case. Furthermore, Khargonekar, Pe-
tersen, Rotea, and Zhou (1987, 1988) showed that for the
state-feedback problem one can choose a constant gain as a
(sub)optimal controll. In addition, a fomula for the state-
feedback ain matrix was given in terms of an algebraic Ric-
cati equation. These resuts are similar to the results in sec-
tion 4- below; however, the proof techniques are entirely differ-
ent. Also, these papers established interesting connections be-
tween 74,-optimal control, quadratic stabilzation, and linear-
quadratic differential games.
To facilitate exposition, the problem chosen for treatment
in this paper is the simplest special case which captures all
the essetial features of the general problem. The formula
for the controller in the general case, presented in Clover and
Doyle (1988), were actually first obtained by the rather cum-
bersome method whose steps are outlined above. Their sim-
plicity suggested the more direct derivation, in the style of
Wilems (1971), which is outlined here. The controller has the
same dimension as the plant, its computation iMvolves only
two Riccati equations, and it has a separation structure remi-
niscent of classical LQG (i.e., X2) theory. The proofs exploit
this latter feature, but becaue of space limitations, details are
omitted.
The reader may wish to compare the solution in this paper
with two other recent solutions to basically the same problem:
a method by Kwakernak (1986) ing polynomial matrices
and a method by Foias and Tannenbaum (1988) using opera-
tor theory. The results of Bernsteln and lladdad (1988) have
similarities to those in this paper and will be discussed briefly
in section 2.
The notation in this paper is fairly standard. In particular,
a transfer matrix in terms of state-space data is denoted
AX := C(sI -A)-'B + D
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Computing tI-norm
Consider the transfer matrix
G(s) = A ]
with A stable (no minimality assumption). Let L0 denote
the controllability gamian of (A, B) and L. the observabil-
ity gramian of (C, A). Then it is easy to show that
I1GI12 = trace(CLcC') = trace(B'LaB)
2.2 Computing =-4.-norm
For the same transfer matrix G(s) define the Hamiltonian ma-
trix
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H:= [4-C'C - ]
Lemma 1 JIGjJC, < 1 iffH has no eigenvalues on the imagi-
nary ans.
How the Hamiltonian matrix arises in this 14,O-norm com-
putation can be explained as follows [Wilems, 1971; Boyd et
al., 19881. Define G(7(s) = G(-s)'. Then
A BB' B
(I-G'G)-' (a) C'C -At 0
0 Bi' I
So H is the A-matrix of (I- GG)-1. It can be shown that in
the above realization of (I -G7G)-' there are no uncontrol-
lable or unobservable modes on the imaginary axis. Thus H
has no eigenvalues on the imaginary ais iff (I - G7G)-1 has
no poles on the imaginary axis, i.e., (I - G-G)-1 E RC£. So
the statement of the lemma is equivalent to the statement
1101k c 1l~ (I - CG)-1 E R4o
which is easy to prove.
The previous lemma suggests a way to compute an X>D-
norm: select a positive number 7; test if JIGik,, < y, i.e., if
117- -Gloo < 1, by calculating the eigenvalues of the appro-
priate Hamiltonian matrix; increase or decrease 7 accordingly;
repeat. Thus 14-norm computation requires a search. Con-
trast this with XH2-norm computation, which does not. In light
of this observation, we should not be surprised in the sequel
if the 1,,x-optimal control problem requires a search for the
minmum cost, whereas the 712-problem does not.
One could use the above characterizations of the XH2- and
1co-norms to obtain controllers by assuming an arbitrary con-
troller of the same order as the plant's, and then optimizing the
controller parameters. In each case one gets coupled Iiccati
equations, which can, in principle, be solved to obtain an op-
timal controller of that order. Bermstein and co-workers have
explored this in a series of papers, e.g., [Bernstein and Had-
dad, 1988]. It is well-known that in the H2 case this approach
yields the optimal controller. In the flO case as well, it can be
shown via some involved algebra that their 3 coupled Riccati
equations can be reduced to the two obtained below. In addi-
tion, Bernstein and Haddad consider reduced order controllers,
a subject not addressed here.
2.3 The Riccati operator
This subsection collects some basic material on the Riccati
equation and the Riccati operator.
Let A, Q, R be real nx n matrices with Q and R symmetric.
Define the 2n x 2n Hamiltonian matrix
H [A R]
Assume H has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Then
it must have n in Re s < 0 and n in Re s > 0. Bring in
the two spectral subspaces X_((H) and X+(H): the former is
the span of all (real) generalized eigenvectors corresponding
to eigenvalues in Re s c 0; the latter, to eigenvalues in Re
s > O. In this case X_(H) and X+(H) both have dimension
ni. Let's focus on X_(H). Finding a basis for it, stacking the
basis vectors up to form a matrix, and partitioning the matrix,
we get
X_(H)=Im XI
where X1,X2 E Rn"n. If X1 is nonsingular, i.e., if the two
subspaces
Xi(H), Im[fl
are complementary, we can set X := X2Xf' to get
X_t(H)=Im [I]
Notice that X is then uniquely determined by H, i.e., H '-k X
is a function, which will be denoted by Ric; thus X = Ric(H).
To recap, Ric is a function R2nX2n R2nx2n which maps
H to X where
X_A(H))=Im K]
The domain of Ric, dom(Ric), consists of Hamiltonian matri-
ces with two properties, namely, H has no eigenvalues on
the imaginary axis and the two subspaces
X_(H), Ifm[
are complementary.
Some properties of X are given in the next lemma.
Lemma 2 Suppose H E dorm4Ric) and X = Ric(H). Then
(i) X is symmetric
(ii) X satisfies the algebraic Ricati equation
A'X+XA+XRX -Q = 0
(iii) A + RX is stable
3 Unconstrained input
This section begins our treatment of the optimal control of lin-
ear time-invariant systems with a quadratic performance cri-
terion.
3.1 H2-case
Our XH2-version of the linear-quadratic regulator problem has
the following specifications:
x+=Ax+Blw+B2u, w=u,
z = C1x + D12u
with the assumptions
(Cl, A) detectable
(A, B2) stabilizable
D12 [ C1 D12]= 0 I]
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Note that the dlisturbance signal, wo, is a fixed impulse; wo0 is a
constant vector and A is the unit impulse. The third assump-
tion simplifies the problem; it amounts to orthogonality of CIt
and D12u in the output and to normalized nonsingular control
weighting. The setup can be depicted as
w
* t ~~~G u
where the transfer matrix G is
G(3s)=[J |B I ]
By a well-known fact, the Hamiltonian matrix
[4C, -A]
belngs to dom(Rie) and moreover X2 := Ric(H2) is positive
semi-definite. Define
F2 :=
-B2X2
A :=-A + B2F2, C1F2 := C1 + D12F2
GC(s) := A ji
By lemmn 2 AF2 is stable, soG E PRfl2
The soldution of the Us-LQR problem is as follow.
Theorem 1 Thre exi1st a unique. optitnal control namely
u = F2X. Moreover,
min tIZ112 = jjGeWoll2
s
A simple proof of the theorem uses a change of variable.
Start with the system equations
z= Ax+Blw+B2u
z = C1: + D,2u
and defise a new control variable, v := u - F2x. The equations
become
z= Ap2z + Bvw+ Bo
z = C(F,x + D12v
or in the frequency-domain
z = G0wo + Uv
where G, is as above and U is defined to be
U(s) AFt B2]
This matrix has two useful properties:
Lemma 3 U is inner (i.e., UU = I) and UWGC belongs to
2z14
It folows that the functions G0uwo and Uv are orthogonal
for every v in 72. Hence
Iklll2 = fl0GtoII1 + IYUVIII
Then since U is inner we get
IIzI12 = IIGcuwoII2 + 11v112
This equation gives the desired conclusion immediately: the
optimal v is v = 0 (i.e., u = F2z) and the minimum norm of z
equal IIGcwol2
3.2 flW,,-case
The 74,O-analog of the problem just studied has these spedfi-
cations:
*= Ax+BEw+B2U
Z=*Ct+DlDu
for each w in £z[0, oo) with JU7W112 C
minimize BZ112 over u in C2[0, 0)
with the asumptions
(C1, A) observable
(A,B,) stabilisable
LY12 [ C, D12, I = 1
(The condition '(CI,A) detectable' has been strengthened to
'observable' solely for a tehnical simplification below.) Note
that the optimality measure,
is of the max-mim type and that u is allowed to be a function
of W.
The solution involves a different Hamiltonian matrix,
H,o [ A BiB(I-B2B
l-ClCl
-A'
The important difference here is that the (1,2)blod is sign
indefinite. This may be interpreted in a number of interesting
ways, which will be explored in the ful version of this paper.
The connection with differential games is disussed in [Khar-
gonekar et aL, 1988] and the connection with risk-ensitive
LQG stochastic control, s formulated by Whittle (1981), in
[Glover and Doyle, 19881.
Theorem 2 The bound
a< 1
hold iff
o,ooE dom(Ric), Ric(Hw) >0
Moreover, if (2) holds and the control law
u = Fo
(1)
(2)
Xw:= Ric(H14)
is applied, then the Jt4,-norm of the transfer matrix from w to
z is less than 1.
Regarding the second part of the theorem statement, when
a stabilizing state-feedback control law, say u -= F:, is ap-
plied, the system from w to z is linear, the transfer matrix Tz,S,
belongs to R4,,, and
a< sup IIZ1A2 = IITzlkIIwIC1I
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The theorem does not give an explicit formula for a. How-
ever, it can be computed as closely as desired by a search
technique involving successive scaling.
The proof of this theorem is harde than that of theorem 1.
As before, one changes control variables to arrive at the equa-
tion
z = G(w + Ur
Whereas before w was a constant vector, wo, now it belongs to
X2. The two functions G(w and Uv are no longer orthogonal.
The control fuction v can be freely selected from 7-2, so the
range of influence of Uv is the subspace U := UW2. The first
step in the proof of theorem 2 is to show that a, which equals
sup inf JIGcw +UV11211W16<1 U1
can be expressed as the norm of a certain operator _. The
definition of S is that it maps t2 to U--; it takes f-in 712 to
the projection of GJf onto U-i. Thus a < 1 if - is a strict
contraction. The second step is to show that S is a strict
contraction iff (2) holds.
4 State feedback controllers
This section conCers the system described by the following
block diagram:
This setup differs from the one in the previous section in that
now u is generated by a controller K processing a measured
vector y. Both G and K are real-rational proper transfer ma-
trices. In the first subsection, K is to minimize the 712-norm
of T,. the transfer matrix from w to z; in the second subsec-
tion, the 7,Xt-norm. In both cases K is constrained to provide
internal stabifity (usual meaning).
In this section we assume the controller has full information
about the state x of G. Thus y = x. The realization of the
transfer matrix G is taken to be of the form
A B1 B2
G(s)- C, ° D12
I O O
Notice that the parts from wo and u to z are exactly as in the
previous section. Also, as in the previous section, the following
assumptions are made:
(i) (A,B1) is stabilizable and (Cl,A) is detectable
(ii) (A, B2) is stabilizable
(iii) DJ D12 =[O I]
4.1 1-2-case
The problem is this: find a proper, real-rational, internally-
stabilizing controler K which minimizes jJTwIl2.
Since the state z is available, the solution is the same as in
the unconstrained input case.
Theorem 3 The unique optimal controller is K.,t(s) := F2.
Moreover,
min JITwI12 = || Gc112
4.2 7-4,-case
Now the problem is: find a proper, real-rational, internally-
stabilizing controller K which minimizes I1Tz.,JIK, Again, we
shall strengthen the assumption of detectability of (C1, A) to
observability.
Theorem 4 There exists an internally-stabilizing controller
such that 11T.11I,, < 1 iff Ho E dom(Ric) and Ric(HQ) is
positive definite. When these conditionrs hold, one such con-
troller is K(s) =F,.
5 Output feedback
This section considers the same block diagram as in the pre-
vious one, except that y is no longer assumed to contain fill
information about x; y is just some linear combination of x
and w. Thus, the realization of the trander matrix G is takent
to be of the form
A B1 B2
G(s)= C1 0 D12
C2 D21 0 J
The following assumptions are made throughout this section:
(i) (A, B1) is stabilizable and (C1, A) is detectable
(ii) (A, B2) is stabilizable and (C2, A) is detectable
(iEi) D12 [C1 D12]=0 i]
(iv) [f1]D'- = 0()[D21 ]2i I]
The new assumption, the fourth, is dual to the third and con-
cerns how the exogenous signal w enters G: the plant distur-
bance and the sensor noise are orthogonal, and the sensor noise
weighting is normalized and nonsingular.
5.1 X2-case
Again, the problem is to find a proper, real-rational7 internally-
stabilizing controller K which minimizes 11T, 112. The solution
uses a second Haniltonian matrix,
K2 AlB -C21C2]2= B, ' -A
Define in addition
Y2 := Ric(J2), L2 :=-y2C2
AL4 := A + L2C2, B1L2 := B1 + L2D21
Gf(s) = [bAL B1L2
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Theorm 5 Te uniqe optimnal wcntLer is
KS.$) | A + B2F2 + LC2 -L2
Moreover,
Mi]I xW#2 = RGcI4 + #Gff22i
Th first term in the minimum cat, is associated
with optimal contrd with state feedback, whiethe secod,
w t optim al filtern.
A sketch of the proof t 5goesi e ths. Let K be
any internally-stabilizing controller. Seting v := a - F2z, we
get as iM the proof of theorem I
z G4W + (Iv
Let T_ denote the trane matrix from w to w. The
Taw = Ge + UT,
and hence fom lemma 3
IxW2 = Xc42 + IlTWJ2 (3)
Now look at how v is gented:
A |B^ B2_
C2 D21o
Note that K stabibzes G ifK stabilizes the above system (the
two dosd-loop systems have the sme A-matrix). So from (3)
.minjTlz,j = HjG42 + minjlT,.f2
and the problem reduces to minimization of IIT,.II2. For this
latter problem it can be shown that the unique optimal con-
troller is
rA + B2F2 + L2C2 -;2
| F2 1 0
and also that
Minjj!T,J2 = IIG,-l2
The contrler displayed in theorem S has a well-known
separation strncture: the controllr equations can be written
x = Az + B2U+ L2(C2i-g)
u =F2
F2 is the optimal feedbac gain wee z drectly meaured; L2
is the optimal filter gain; & is the optimal estimate of x.
5.2 74-case
Strengthen assumptin (i) above to read
(i) (A,BI) is cntroable and (C1,A) is observable
Also, bring in.a second Haamiltonian matric:
A' £ C1l -C;cCj
-B Be, -A j
Therem S Thr exis an intrnlly-tabdiin control
suc-h tha UT,llP <1I ff the followin three conditi"onsba
(i) Hoo and Jo bebong to dom(Rie)
(ii) Xco _Ri4H4o) a Y , := Ric(4,) am poitive def-
niee
(iMO Y;1 > X0 (eqsivlel gX,,Y.,) < )
More1vr, then these coition . bol, ome otion is
g(s):- A +BB-ltXoo B,2-Ro+L -Lao
them
L.= := -(}; - Xoo)-'C2
The main idea of the proof is to change variabla and re-
duce the problem to a simpler one. Let K be any internally-
stablizing controller. Write the equatios for G:
*= Ax+Biw+B2u
z = C1: + D)12w
Now change variables by defining
r:=w -B X,z, v:= u- Ftz
Differentiate x(t)'Xxz(t) along solutions, use the Riccati equa-
tion for Xo,, and integatefrom tox to get
0__H - iiwilX = 111H2-_jrU2
Thus AlTSWlo < 1 iff IlT,,Ihg < L The setup for the latter
optimization prolem is
where A1 := A + BiBX0Xo. Solution of this latter problem
yields the theorem.
The controler displayed in theorem 6 also has an interest-
ing separation structure. Write the equations for 0,
x = Ax+ Bto + B2u
Z = Cl1: + 112U
y = C2: + D21W
and now those for Kb,
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i = Ak + Bl1th,,t + B2U + L( -y)
==C2
wost = BIXoi
These latter equations have the structure of an observer-based
compensator. Note that FX, is a suboptimal state-feedback
gain, i.e., a suboptimal controller when the state z is directly
available; see theorem 4. Tikewise, L7, is a suboptimal filter
gain. Finally, w,,t := B1X,x can be interpreted as the
worst disturbance input in the sense that it maimizes the
quantity IIzII wJ-III2, and tv,,t is its estimate.
6 Conclusion
This paper considers a standard 7X) control problem that
mimics a standard Xf2 problem. It is the simplest possible
problem that captures all the essential features of the general
case. There are a number of obvious generalizations, many
of which have been completed and will appear elsewhere. As-
sumptions (i) to (iv) in section 5, and the assumptions that
Dl = 0, Dn2 = 0, can be relaxed and similar results obtained
using essentially the same methods [Glover and Doyle, 1988],
but the formulas are substantially more complicated.
This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for
the existence of a controller that achieves a given 4,)-norm
bound, and a formula for such a controller when it exists.
This controller is the maximuLm entropy solution [Mustafa and
Glower, 1988]. It is relatively easy to use the same methods
to parametrize all controllers achieving the norm bound as a
linear fractional transformation on a stable contraction. De-
tails wiU be given in the extended version of this paper. The
formulas for all controlers in the general case can be found in
[Glover and Doyle, 1988].
Other extensions that we are way too cool to write up in-
clude the discrete-time and time-varying cases. Generaliza-
tions to infinite dimensional state-space models are the domain
of the Mighty Thor.
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